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1. Introduction
The Tor anonymity network keeps making the headlines. The notorious Tor Stinks presentation,1 as
well as the Freedom Hosting2 and Silk Road 2.03 cases, are just a few examples of the use (and abuse)
of this software that was initially built to help its users anonymise their location and that of their
websites and other services.4 Judging from recent developments, and much to the dismay of several
governments,5 the use of anonymisation technologies such as Tor will continue to thrive.
Despite the attention that Tor has received worldwide, the technical and legal questions surrounding
it remain relatively unexplored. One of the reasons for this is that most Tor users, relay providers,
and cyber security researchers have a limited knowledge of the possible legal implications
surrounding the use of Tor. At the same time, most legal researchers may not be familiar with Tor’s
technical aspects or have not fully grasped the demand for anonymisation solutions being echoed by
different layers of modern surveillance societies.
We find these underexplored questions fascinating. Does Tor grant its users 100% anonymity? How
can public authorities detect, investigate and prevent crimes committed with the help of Tor? Can
they use Tor themselves in their activities? What is the role of the exit node operators? Would it not
be easier to simply ban the use of Tor altogether? And who needs Tor anyway?
Aiming to fill this gap in the discussions about Tor, this study will look at these questions from both
a technical and legal perspective. By so doing, we aim to contribute to the exchange of information
between the technical and legal members of the cyber security community who are dealing with
controversial multidisciplinary issues related to anonymising technologies. In order to cater to the
interests of policy-makers, governmental bodies and researchers in various domains, who are all
looking for a comprehensive overview of these technical and legal issues, the nature of this study is
introductory and therefore does not necessarily require previous technical or legal knowledge.
Hopefully, this study will serve as a starting point for numerous future research projects that will
tackle in greater detail some of the issues introduced here.
We start with a technical overview of privacy-preserving Internet technologies and censorship
circumvention methods, such as proxies, Virtual Private Networks (VPN) and Domain Name System
(DNS) based bypassing mechanisms. Then, the concept of onion routing is explained with a special
focus on Tor. The underlying technical structure of Tor, and the access to the network, its relays, and
exit nodes are elaborated on afterwards. We conclude the technical part by discussing the
weaknesses of the Tor network, popular attacks, defence mechanisms and other indirect issues
which affect the efficacy of this anonymity network.
1

The Guardian, ‘“Tor Stinks” presentation – read the full document’,
http://www.theguardian.com/world/interactive/2013/oct/04/tor-stinks-nsa-presentation-document.
2
Kevin Poulsen, ‘FBI Admits It Controlled Tor Servers Behind Mass Malware Attack’,
http://www.wired.com/2013/09/freedom-hosting-fbi/.
3
Joe Mullin, ‘Silk Road 2.0, infiltrated from the start, sold $8M per month in drugs’,
http://arstechnica.com/tech-policy/2014/11/silk-road-2-0-infiltrated-from-the-start-sold-8m-per-month-indrugs/.
4
Tor Project, ‘Overview’, https://www.torproject.org/about/overview.html.en.
5
See section 3.1.
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Understanding the technical foundation of Tor is necessary for further elaborating on the legal
issues. In the legal part, we explore government activities with respect to Tor, focusing on open
source intelligence, personal data protection, and the collection of evidence. We go on to discuss the
importance of Tor in the exercise and protection of human rights, and we briefly illustrate the
content liability of exit node operators in the context of European law. We conclude by describing
the legal limits on traffic monitoring.

2. Tor and Internet Filtering Circumvention
Tor is one of the most prominent and famous tools among other internet privacy and anonymity
solutions. There are other similar applications, so called privacy enhancing technologies, which help
internet users to stay anonymous in the cyber world.6 Categorisation of such techniques can appear
in different forms, but they are mainly listed under: proxies; tunnelling and Virtual Private Networks
(VPN); Domain Name System (DNS) based bypassing; and onion routing.7 Tor, which is maybe the
most successful and common implementation, is a type of onion routing mechanism.8

2.1. Technical Methods
This section discusses different types of privacy enhancing technologies. The complexity, technical
superiority and accessibility of these solutions vary, but their main goal is to help internet users to
hide their own IP addresses, which can be used as an identifier of personal information.
2.1.1. Proxy
A proxy is a type of computer service which collects access requests from clients and forwards them
to the destination on behalf of the requestors. After receiving replies, the proxy sends back the
information to the requestor. It works like an intermediary service between sources and
destinations. Although the idea was first presented almost 30 years ago as a means of structuring a
powerful framework for distributed computing systems,9 it is now commonly used for monitoring
and filtering internet communications. There are also different types of proxies such as reverse
proxies which focus on distributing server load, accelerating TLS/SSL, or optimising content by
compressing it in order to speed up loading times.
Proxies can be used both for internet filtering and bypassing such internet filtering attempts. Schools,
governmental agencies and most private companies use proxy solutions to limit users’ access to
specific websites or internet services. If users want to bypass those limitations, they can try to
connect to a different proxy server outside the perimeters from which they connect to the internet.
6

I. Goldberg, ‘Privacy Enhancing Technologies for the Internet III: Ten Years Later’, in Alessandro Acquisti,
Stefanos Gritzalis, Costas Lambrinoudakis & Sabrina De Capitani di Vimercati, ed., Digital Privacy: Theory,
Technologies and Practices, New York, London: Auerbach Publications (2007), pp. 3-18.
7
Cormac Callanan, Hein Dries-Ziekenheiner, Alberto Escudero-Pascual, and Robert Guerra, ‘Leaping Over the
Firewall: A Review of Censorship Circumvention Tools’, p. 22, Freedom House, April 2011,
http://www.freedomhouse.org/sites/default/files/inline images/Censorship.pdf.
8
R. Dingledine, N. Mathewson, P. Syverson, ‘Tor: The Second-Generation Onion Router’, in Proceedings of the
th
13 Usenix Security Symposium, (2004).
9
Marc Shapiro, ‘Structure and Encapsulation’ in Distributed Systems: the Proxy Principle. icdcs, Dec 1985,
Cambridge, MA, United States. pp. 198-204.
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If this channel to the proxy cannot be detected and blocked within the perimeter, they would be able
to circumvent the limitations and bypass the restrictions.
There are different types of proxy solutions available in the context of circumvention techniques,
such as web proxies, Hyper Text Transfer Protocol (HTTP) proxies and Socket Secure (SOCKS)10
proxies.
In order to benefit from web proxies, it would be enough to know the Unified Resource Locator (URL)
of the proxy web site’s address. Visiting that website will allow the user to use the service.11 HTTP
proxies require the user or a piece of software to modify the browser settings. This type of proxy is
very common in corporate environments and it only works for web content. SOCKS proxies are
similar to HTTP proxies, but they also allow other internet applications like e-mail, IM tools and DNS
to be tunnelled over them.
2.1.2. Tunnelling/Virtual Private Networks
A Virtual Private Network (VPN), which is the most common solution for network tunnelling, is a way
to channel all or in some cases part of the network traffic via a different middle node. Technically, it
is a private network and provides inter-connectivity to exchange information between various
entities that belong to the VPN.12
In most cases, VPNs are used to access internal networks such as a company’s intranet resources.
Since VPN traffic is encrypted and can be used like a proxy, it is another way to bypass internet
censorship. Using VPN to connect to a computer which does not reside within a restricted
environment, and then accessing desired resources on internet circumvents the censorship.
A VPN has some advantages over the proxy solutions. It uses Internet Protocol Security (IPSec) or SSL,
which provides secure communication. Confidentiality, integrity and authentication tenants of
security are available in a VPN so that, even if the network traffic is sniffed, attackers would only see
encrypted data and not the plain text. Integrity of communication is also provided, so that any sort of
tampering would be detected and discarded from the network.
Although the content of the network channel cannot be observed under normal circumstances, using
a VPN to circumvent internet censorship has a downside. If the IP address of the VPN server can be
detected, and simply blocking that IP address is enough to prevent the circumvention. It is also easy
to profile people if they run a VPN connection back to their offices from public internet spots.
Although VPNs are mostly used as a mechanism for accessing corporate environments, they are also
widely used for bypassing censorship.
2.1.3. Domain Name System based bypassing
Before discussing Domain Name System (DNS) based bypassing, we will briefly describe the
fundamentals of DNS as that will make it easier to grasp the filtering mechanism. Basically, DNS is a
translation mechanism which converts domain names to IP addresses. Since memorising names is
much easier than memorising IP addresses, which are long strings of numbers, accessing internet
resources is easier using DNS. In order to visit a web site, all we need to know is the address of that
10

Socket Secure (SOCKS) is an internet protocol that routes network packets between a client and server
through a proxy server.
11
An sample list of web proxies can be found at http://proxy.org/cgi proxies.shtml.
12
R. Venkateswaran, ‘Virtual Private Networks,’ IEEE Potentials, Mar. 2001.
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web site, not its IP address. DNS does the rest of the operation, resolving the IP address for that
domain name and forwarding the request to the server.
When it comes to filtering, DNS is another option for enforcing censorship. Since the initial step is to
learn the IP address of the target service, a DNS server can be configured to block access to that
service. If a specific domain name is black-listed, DNS would simply block access to that web site by
not answering the DNS request. It is also possible to configure DNS to return a different IP address
for a specific query, which would result ending up on a totally different web site.
Bypassing DNS filters is not complicated. If the resource itself or the target website is not blocked,
merely changing the DNS server to a different and untampered one would be enough. Alternatively,
if the IP address of the web server is known, it may also be possible to access it directly via its IP
address. However, many web sites operate on virtual hosting servers with shared IP addresses where
direct IP access rarely works.13 As an example of such censorship attempts, during March 2014, this
type of DNS filtering was enforced for the Twitter website by the Turkish government, claiming that
Twitter had failed to comply with court orders in Turkey.14 According to news agencies15 and cyber
security researchers,16 many citizens simply reconfigured their DNS settings and used Google’s Open
DNS service, thus bypassing the censorship.
2.1.4. Onion Routing
Onion routing is a networking mechanism which not only ensures that the contents are encrypted
during network transmission to the exit node, but also hides who is communicating with whom
during the process. It is a general purpose infrastructure for private communications over a public
network.17 It provides anonymous connections that are strongly resistant to both eavesdropping and
traffic analysis between the relays of the network, although exit nodes can monitor the traffic since
they transmit the network packets to their destinations.
Onion routing is quite different from the other methods mentioned above. In basic terms, the
connection from source A to destination B takes a detour along an encrypted chain, which is called
an onion. The network communication within the onion is also encrypted and each node, known as a
relay, only has the information about the adjacent nodes (the immediate sender and the next
recipient), so that the complete picture of the communication chain is hidden, at least theoretically.18
Censorship circumvention efforts mostly focus on what is observable by authorities in a network
channel, with the aim of bypassing them. Encrypted channels, which are created between each relay
13

Cormac Callanan, Hein Dries-Ziekenheiner, Alberto Escudero-Pascual, and Robert Guerra, ‘Leaping Over the
Firewall: A Review of Censorship Circumvention Tools’, p. 22, Freedom House, April 2011,
http://www.freedomhouse.org/sites/default/files/inline images/Censorship.pdf.
14
‘Turkey blocks use of Twitter after prime minister attacks social media site’, The Guardian
http://www.theguardian.com/world/2014/mar/21/turkey-blocks-twitter-prime-minister.
15
‘Turkish citizens fight back against Twitter ban’, http://www.cnet.com/news/turkish-citizens-fight-backagainst-twitter-ban/
16
‘Turkey bans Twitter, citizens tweet more’, https://nakedsecurity.sophos.com/2014/03/24/turkey-banstwitter-citizens-tweet-more/
17
M. Reed, P. Syverson, and D. Goldschlag, ‘Anonymous Connections and Onion Routing’, IEEE Journal on
Selected Areas in Communications, vol. 16 no. 4, May 1998, pp. 482, 494.
18
There are various types of attacks against this architecture. Traffic correlation is one of them, which tries to
identify network flow and the details about each relay. For more information, please take a look at Tor Project
Blog. https://blog.torproject.org/category/tags/attacks
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in onion routing, are therefore very effective. When the number of nodes increases, so does the
complexity and number of encrypted channels. Compared to other circumvention methods like proxy
or VPN, this is one of the reasons behind the popularity of onion routing solutions. Tor is the
prominent example of onion routing network implementation19, but it is not the only one. I2P20 is a
strong competitor for Tor, though not as popular. Freenet21 is another example. Using Tor together
with proxies and VPNs makes it even more resistant.

2.2. Technical background of Tor
Tor is defined as a third-generation onion routing system22 which addresses limitations in the original
design by adding forward secrecy, congestion control, directory servers, integrity checking,
configurable exit policies, and a practical design for location-hidden services via rendezvous points.23
It is one of the pioneers in anonymous network communications solutions today, and is also a way to
bypass circumvention.
Tor allows people to access information safely and anonymously.24 The architecture relies on the
computers of volunteers and sponsors, since they share internet connections used by others. When
users join the Tor network, they can contribute to the community by becoming relay or a bridge in
the system. These terms will be described in the following section.
2.2.1. How does it work?
Tor is a low-latency communication service, meaning that the delays in the network sessions are
minor for most users. The system provides a reasonable trade-off between anonymity, usability and
efficiency.25 The latency is due to the mode of operation. Regular internet connections follow the
shortest, fastest and most efficient route when transferring network packages, depending on the
algorithm.26 Internet users do not have to worry about this, since Internet Service Providers (ISPs)
deal with delivering the internet packets in the most effective way.
A Tor network follows a different approach. It creates a private network pathway, a circuit. Starting
with the end user, the network packets follow different hops, called relays, until the final hop of the
circuit, the exit relay. Exit relays will then transmit the request to the destination (e.g. the web site
which the user wants to browse). All connections between the first relay and the exit relay are
encrypted, and each relay along the way knows only the previous and the next hop. No one knows
the complete pathway in this architecture, except attacks which reveal some of them.27
The following figures visualise this process for clarity.
19

Ibid.
I2P, The Invisible Internet Project. https://geti2p.net/en/
21
Freenet, The Free Network. https://freenetproject.org/index.html
22
In the early stages of Tor, the implementation was defined as a second-generation onion routing technique,
but now it is accepted as the third-generation.
23
Ibid.
24
‘Building Bridges’, https://media.torproject.org/video/2012-03-04-BuildingBridges-HD-english.ogv.
25
Ibid.
26
B. Halabi, Internet Routing Architectures, 135, Cisco Press: Indianapolis, IN, 1997.
27
There are various types of attacks which are targeting to expose the relays in a Tor circuit, and some of them
are successful. As an example: ’Deanonymizing Tor’, https://www.defcon.org/images/defcon-16/dc16presentations/defcon-16-evans-grothoff.pdf.
This topic is elaborated in the next sections.
20
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percentages are: United States (15.64 %), Germany (8.90 %), France (6.27 %), Russia (6.14 %) and
Brazil (4.68 %).34
The second option is running a relay. Tor is not only technical but also a social network of volunteers
who share network bandwidth with others. Running a regular relay, not an exit node, is a
straightforward process. Debian/Ubuntu distributions of Linux have the necessary packages in Tor
repositories.35 A Vidalia Relay Bundle does the same thing in Windows environments.36
Third option is running a bridge. Tor clients need to get a list of active relays in the network to start
creating the circuit. Once established, the network flow will start from the first relay. But what if that
relay, or even all relays in the circuit, are inaccessible to the user? This would simply make it
impossible to join the network. This is a common technique for ISPs in Tor blocking countries.37,38
Bridge relays, known as bridges in short, come into play at this stage. Bridges are unlisted, hidden
relays which users can leverage as a first step to accessing Tor. Even if an ISP is blocking all the relays,
users can still connect to Tor with the help of bridges. There are different ways of learning a bridge’s
IP address, such as sending an email to bridges@bridges.torproject.org with the line ‘get bridges’ in
the email body. An automatic reply will send 3 IP addresses to the sender, instantly.39
2.2.3. Exit Relays
Running an exit relay is a bit different and a controversial topic. There are various reasons behind
this, but from the technical and legal point of view, one of them stands out: exit relays are the
interface of the Tor network with the internet. Whatever the Tor users do, wherever they connect,
be it legal or illegal, exit relays carry those messages to the final destination.
For the Tor software itself, running a Tor exit relay requires some configuration changes in the Tor
software bundle, such as Vidalia. The main issues do not arise from the Tor application itself, rather
from the surrounding environment. In a proper configuration, adjusting server settings for rate
limiting and reduced exit policies, managing ISP relations, getting a separate IP for the node and
setting a recognisable DNS name are just a few of the issues.40
Finding an appropriate place for hosting and informing ISPs about potential issues which might arise
in the future is among the first advice from the Tor community.41 Since Tor is not being used only for
innocent reasons,42 the activities of spammers, Torrent file uploaders and abusers all look like they
come from Tor exit relays.43 If the Tor exit relay operators runs the services via a hosting company,
which is a better option than running it at home, those hosting companies and the ISPs would receive
34

‘Tor Metrics: Top-10 countries by directly connecting users’, https://metrics.torproject.org/userstats-relaytable.html.
35
‘Configuring a Tor relay on Debian/Ubuntu’, https://www.torproject.org/docs/tor-relay-debian.html.
36
‘Configuring a Tor relay’, https://www.torproject.org/docs/tor-doc-relay.html.
37
‘Tor partially blocked in China’, https://blog.torproject.org/blog/tor-partially-blocked-china.
38
Phillip Winter and Stefan Lindskog. ‘How the Great Firewall of China is Blocking Tor’, FOCI. USENIX
Association (2012).
39
‘Finding more Bridges in Tor’, https://www.torproject.org/docs/bridges.html#FindingMore.
40
‘Tips for Running an Exit Node with Minimal Harassment’, https://blog.torproject.org/blog/tips-running-exitnode-minimal-harassment.
41
‘Tor Exit Guidelines’, https://trac.torproject.org/projects/tor/wiki//doc/TorExitGuidelines.
42
‘Tor users’, https://www.torproject.org/about/torusers.html.
43
B. Li, E. Erdin, M. Gunes, G. Bebis, & T. Shipley, ‘An overview of anonymity technology usage’, Computer
Communications 36 (12) (2013), pp.1269-1283.
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many abuse complaints from other users.44 Although there are some workarounds to decrease the
numbers of complaints, it is more likely to happen eventually. The Tor community provides a list of
ISPs from different countries, and rates their response if someone runs a bridge, relay or exit node in
their infrastructure.45 Reading previous experiences collected on Wiki pages is one of the first things
for those considering running an exit node on their own.46
2.2.4. Hidden Services
One of the main goals of the Tor architecture is to protect the identity of users. But what if someone
wants to protect a destination on the internet as well, such as a web service? Tor also provides a
solution for that, which is called Hidden Service.47
The technical explanation of hidden services is complex, but the logic behind relies on distributing
rendezvous points on the Tor network. Instead of using a destination server address and directly
connecting to the server, clients use an identifier to find the server. That identifier is a 16 character
name derived from the service's public key (such as xyz.onion).48 Once found, client and server meet
at a rendezvous point, without knowing each other’s real location. This provides privacy for both
parties, client and server.49 The main goals behind hidden services are access-control protection,
robustness of servers and hiding the true identities of hidden service administrators.50
From the security perspective, there is one more detail about Tor hidden services. While accessing
regular web services, Tor traffic leaves the Tor network at exit nodes. With hidden services, Tor
traffic stays inside and does not leave. This might prevent security issues like traffic monitoring using
exit nodes.

2.3. Analysis of the technology
Anonymity technologies on the internet are a controversial topic from technical point of view,
because of the common failures or design problems of such solutions. As new problems emerge,
there are new challenges for technical experts and academics who are working in this domain. This
section presents discussions about the strengths, weaknesses, and direct and indirect issues which
affect the Tor network.

44

‘Tor Exit Guidelines’, https://trac.torproject.org/projects/tor/wiki//doc/TorExitGuidelines.
‘Good-Bad ISPs’, https://trac.torproject.org/projects/tor/wiki/doc/GoodBadISPs.
46
As an example of consequences for running a Tor exit node which happened before: ‘An Open Letter: Is
copyright trolling a thing in Finland now?’, http://semantics.sebastianmaki.fi/2014/08/an-open-letter-iscopyright-trolling.html.
47
‘Tor: Hidden Service Protocol’, https://www.torproject.org/docs/hidden-services.html.
48
An infamous example of such services is SilkRoad. The address of Silkroad was https://silkroadvb5piz3r.onion
before its seizure by FBI. The site shows a banner about this operation now. Further discussion on this subject
is carried out in this research.
49
There is a service called tor2web, located in https://tor2web.org/ which provides easy access to Hidden
Services without using Tor directly. Although it does not provide full functionality of Tor, it can be useful to
check out hidden services quickly. For example, you can check out https://silkroadvb5piz3r.tor2web.org
address to see FBI’s banner on the server.
50
Ibid.
45
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2.3.1. Academic and Technical Research
As the motto goes, ‘the Tor community of software and services aims to make the internet
experience safer and better’.51 In order to achieve that, many people around the world support Tor,
ideologically or actively participate in the projects. There are other motivations as well, such as
attacking Tor to learn more about the users and their real identities. No matter which approach
someone follows, there is one common discussion: what are the weaknesses of the system and how
do we exploit them?
There are many researchers studying Tor design and its potential vulnerabilities around the world.
Many of them focus on what is going on in the network, how to collect and analyse Tor data, how
improve its design, and so forth.52
The main source for Tor related research would be the ‘Tor Research Home’ webpage run by the Tor
community.53 Since there is a lot of overlap in research topics, such as collecting Tor related data,
measuring current Tor statistics or running analysis based on these findings, sharing what others
have achieved so far or meeting with other researchers in the community makes a lot sense. For
these reasons, Tor Research Home also has a list of ‘Tech Reports’ giving background information.
Tor is not a very old solution, and the first paper on the idea was published only 10 years ago.54
However the discussions related to anonymity and privacy-preserving network communications go
back to the 1980s.55 Thus, there is a lot of background information to cover, especially for academia.
As an example, there is a very structured list of anonymity related academic publications at
Freehaven.net.56
Along with the academic research and technical analysis in the field of anonymity studies and Tor,
there are more practical efforts within the Tor ecosystem as well. Bundle software development,
browser add-ons, simulators, libraries, client services, backend services and utilities are some them.57
A more detailed list of projects can be found on the community web page.58 The idea behind all these
applications is to support the Tor community in every possible way, be it end-user, developer or
researcher. If there is an issue with Tor, there is probably a solution, a workaround or at least a
discussion on that very topic within the Tor community.
2.3.2. Anonymity and Tor
Providing comprehensive and error-free anonymity to Tor users is in the centre of academic research
and technical discussion. From the technical point of view, the design of Tor architecture might look
like it can achieve this goal, however, there are many issues which makes the system susceptible to
failure. Some are related to user mistakes, some are onion routing issues, and some are indirect
issues which affect the success rate of the system. (Due to the nature of the mechanism, Tor related
attacks refer to success rates which could be achieved. Not every user can be de-anonymised every
51

‘Software & Services’, https://www.torproject.org/projects/projects.html.
‘Research groups’, https://research.torproject.org/groups.html.
53
‘Tor Research Home’, https://research.torproject.org.
54
Ibid.
55
D. Chaum, (1981), ‘Untraceable Electronic Mail, Return Addresses, and Digital Pseudonyms’, Commun. ACM
24 (2), 84-88.
56
‘Selected Papers in Anonymity’, http://freehaven.net/anonbib.
57
‘Tor Ecosystem’, https://www.torproject.org/getinvolved/volunteer.html.
58
‘Software & Services’, https://www.torproject.org/projects/projects.
52
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time, but some users might be de-anonymised at some point of time.)Types of attacks are covered in
the next part in detail.
Leaving aside all non-Tor-related issues, the main subject of the anonymity research comes from the
results of monitoring the data which is transmitted on Tor. Then, the degree of anonymity could be
measured via different models such as probability, similarity, entropy and evidence theory based on
the analysed data.59 Since all network flow is encrypted between Tor relays with the help of these
models, it might be possible to correlate the traffic and disclose the real IP addresses of the users.60
Collecting data for traffic analysis, which is mostly encrypted, is the crucial step and of the utmost
importance. There are previous studies which have focused on analysing the network,61 collecting
URL of HTTP traffic62 and so forth. A Tor exit relay creates another possibility here, because anyone
can operate an exit relay and the relay transmits the internet packages in an unencrypted format to
the destination if the client used HTTP instead of HTTPS (see section 2.2.3). There were some
researchers who focused on this possibility,63,64 and some also used DPI65 to take a closer look on the
data transmitting over the exit relay.66,67
2.3.3. Attacking Tor
There is a huge amount of effort behind Tor, however, the results of the studies indicate that there
are some possible ways to uncover the real identities of some Tor users. Some of these techniques
are easy to leverage, especially the ones arising from user mistakes. Others need advanced technical
capabilities and lots of time. Some of these attacks might reveal IP addresses, while others might
show what Tor users are doing at some point of time, and require deductions and estimations to find
the person. These threats are categorised under three sections: user mistakes, Tor issues, and
indirect problems.

59

Ibid.
Aaron Johnson, et al. ‘Users get routed: Traffic correlation on tor by realistic adversaries’, in Proceedings of
the 2013 ACM SIGSAC conference on Computer & communications security. ACM, 2013.
61
M. Mulazzani, M. Huber, E. Weippl, ‘Anonymity and monitoring: How to monitor the infrastructure of an
anonymity system’, IEEE Transactions on Systems, Man, and Cybernetics. Part C: Applications and Reviews 40
(5) (September 2010) pp. 539-546.
62
B. Li, E. Erdin, M. Gunes, G. Bebis, & T. Shipley, ‘An analysis of anonymity technology usage’, in Proceedings
of the Third International Conference on Traffic Monitoring and Analysis, TMA’11, Springer-Verlag: Berlin,
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User Mistakes
Tor provides a different browsing experience. In order to get the most out of it and make the system
work properly, there are couple of issues which need special attention.68 The first important issue is
the Tor browser, although there are other solutions to use Tor with a complete Operating System 69
as well.
It is very common to view a document, open a Flash Object or use an add-on in a regular internet
browsers. In the Tor browser, such attempts can disrupt the mechanism of the system and might
reveal the real IP address of a user. The reason behind this is simple. Tor is meant to communicate
only with other relays before the exit node. However some objects or embedded executables in
documents can force to break this chain and lead to a leakage. These baits might also be a part of
attacking campaign against some users to learn their true IP addresses.70
Using Torrent over Tor is not advised, because the logic is similar to the threats mentioned above.
Torrent file sharing applications might ignore the proxy settings of the Tor browser, and can create
direct connections to other users.
As an example for Tor related attacks against anonymity, it is being claimed that anonymous
payment can be made with crypto currencies like Bitcoin.71 Using Bitcoin over Tor was believed to
improve this even more.72 However in October 2014, researchers at the University of Luxemburg
showed that combining them enables man-in-the-middle (MitM) attacks to gain full control of
information flows between users using Bitcoin over Tor.73
One last example is using HTTP web sites instead of HTTPS. Tor exit nodes can view the internet
packages flowing through them. If Tor clients use HTTP, this would simply make the system prone to
wiretapping.74
Human nature is always susceptible to errors in the world of cyber. If a user can be tricked into taking
an extraordinary action while using Tor, his or her true identity might be revealed.
Tor issues
The Tor community works on new features, additional security mechanisms, tools and applications to
make the system better. Nevertheless, according to some studies there are issues with the Tor
environment by design, which might leak critical information regarding users’ privacy.75
Redirecting users to special servers76 via telecoms operators can constitute a man-in-the-middle
attack, as an example. It can be done by intercepting the traffic between a Tor user and the
68
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legitimate server, although it has been argued that only the US National Security Agency (NSA) has
this sort of capability.77
In academic research, it has been shown that if someone takes control of one or more of the
autonomous systems (ASes) and Internet Exchange Points (IXPs), he or she can de-anonymise any
given user within three months of regular Tor use with over 50% probability, and within six months
with over 80% probability.78 This is an example of correlation attacks for the encrypted data in the
Tor environment.
There is another famous exploitation technique for large scale peer-to-peer networks, called the
Sybil attack, which was presented in 2002.79 According to the study, it is possible to subvert
reputation systems of peer-to-peer networks like the Tor environment by forging identities.
However, there are also prevention techniques to protect anonymisation networks from Sybil.80,81
Accessing Tor bridges is an important first step to circumvent censorship if Tor is being blocked in an
environment. In such cases, if the connection between the client and the Tor bridge cannot be
detected and blocked, the connection to Tor would be established successfully. Because of this
importance, Tor has some additional tools to hide this connection which are known as Pluggable
Transports.82 Pluggable transports transform the Tor traffic flow between the client and the bridge.
This way, traffic between the client and the bridge will see only innocent-looking transformed traffic,
like a Skype conversation, instead of the actual Tor network flow. SkypeMorph,83 Stegotorus84 and
CensorSpoofer85 are some of the examples in this approach. Nevertheless, recent studies have shown
that such solutions fail to provide privacy all the time because of the success rate of passive and
active attacks against the mechanisms of the tools.86
Indirect problems
Encrypted connections between randomly chosen relays, updating these relay circuits in every 10-15
minutes, and providing hidden bridges to reach Tor networks are only some of the features Tor
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provides to its users. There are also some indirect problems which affect the privacy of users in Tor,
such as browser vulnerabilities.87
The Tor browser bundle might be a gate for privacy enabled internet communication, but it is still a
browser. As many applications have exploitable vulnerabilities, so does the Tor browser. Essentially,
the Tor browser is based on Firefox with some specific configurations, and it has been discovered
that some versions have a critical vulnerability.88 As a result, Tor users are at risk from the
exploitation of that vulnerability.89 This is not directly a Tor architectural issue, but leveraging this
attack might allow arbitrary code execution on the victim’s computer. Not only the privacy features,
but the computer itself can be compromised with these sorts of attacks.
Another recent development in information security world was the infamous Heartbleed bug, which
was a serious vulnerability in the popular OpenSSL cryptographic software library.90 Exploiting this
vulnerability led to the exfiltration of secret keys used for X.509 certificates, usernames, passwords
and many other critical pieces of data from services which use OpenSSL. Many HTTPS sites also
suffered from the vulnerability, just like Tor. Some of the Tor relays, Tor applications like Orbot and
Tor clients were open to this vulnerability as they were using vulnerable version of OpenSSL.91 It was
not possible to solve the situation by just patching the client applications which had vulnerable
OpenSSL. There were other problems as well: the bug also affected the Tor relay capacity by up to
12% because the relays, which are the backbones of the architecture, were also vulnerable.92 The
havoc which Heartbleed caused affected Tor and its users, providing a solid example how indirect
problems can lead to serious privacy issues for Tor users.
We shall now move on to discuss a number of legal issues connected to the use and abuse of Tor.

3. Selected legal challenges regarding Tor
From the legal perspective, Tor is a very interesting phenomenon. Be it Tor or some other network,
anonymity will be part of cyberspace as long as the Internet remains ‘global and open’.93 However,
anonymity can be a mixed blessing, and Tor also raises many legal questions. Due to the limited
extent of this paper, we will tackle only some of these challenges, namely the activities of
governments with respect to Tor, human rights aspects of the use of Tor, content liability of Tor exit
node operators, and exit node monitoring.
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3.1. Governments and Tor
The use of Tor has been subject to diverse reactions from governments. The relationship between
Tor and governments is especially complex due to the fact that Tor is being used not only by private
citizens seeking more privacy, but also by other entities, ranging from states to organised crime
groups.
It is a well-known fact that the Tor Project non-profit organisation is being supported by several
private and public entities as well as by governments.94 In fact, Tor was originally designed,
implemented, and deployed as a third-generation onion routing project of the Naval Research
Laboratory.95 It was originally developed with the U.S. Navy in mind with the principal goal of
protecting government communications, and is even today used by a wide variety of state entities
such as the military and law enforcement.96 Even today there have been suggestions that
government officials help to develop the network by informing Tor about possible bugs or other
aspects in Tor which need to be fixed.97
Government support is also evident in terms of funding Tor. Active sponsors in 2013 included the
U.S. Department of State and U.S. Department of Defense, with federal awards amounting to $1.8
million.98 While in 2012 the part of the income that was US Government based amounted to 60%,99
the Tor project has publicly called for additional contributions to diversify the source of
sponsorship100 and insisted on not having a back door to Tor.101
At the same time there are examples of countries that openly suppress Tor. For instance, China has
outlawed the use of Tor and has blocked access to Tor entrance nodes, and Saudi Arabia and United
Arab Emirates are both blocking Tor’s website,102 as is Iraq.103
Other countries go further than that. Although not officially confirmed, the NSA has been reported to
have made repeated attempts to develop attacks against individuals using Tor.104 In 2013, it was
suggested that while leaked documents confirm that the NSA does indeed operate and collect traffic
from some nodes in the Tor network, there is no further information as to how many nodes are
94
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being controlled, and whether the proposed de-anonymisation technique was ever implemented.105
Some sources claim that the ‘NSA tracks users who are believed to live outside the US and who
request Tor bridge information via e-mail or who search for or download Tor or the TAILS live
operating system’.106 Some leaked documents argue that it would be ‘counterproductive’ to ‘scare’
the critical mass of targets that are using Tor away from it.107 Other commentators believe that US
efforts to target or undermine Tor would raise legal concerns for national intelligence agencies,
especially concerning whether ‘the NSA has acted, deliberately or inadvertently, against internet
users in the US when attacking Tor’.108
Other countries have also proposed measures to challenge the anonymity enabled by Tor. An
example is Russia which, with the aim ‘to ensure the country's defence and security’, has openly
offered an award of $110,000 to anyone able to crack the identities of users of the Tor network.109
In a recent development, EUROPOL announced in 2014 the takedown of ‘more than 410 hidden
services’,110 the numbers later being corrected to 27 websites.111 There is little information how law
enforcement managed to ‘break Tor’ and identify the users behind these hidden services, other than
that the methods were not revealed because they were ‘sensitive’ and the servers located in a
foreign country were accessed and ‘imaged’.112 The Tor project speculates that the number of
takedowns and the seizure of Tor relays could mean that the Tor network was attacked with the
purpose to reveal the location of those hidden services,113 as has been attempted before when a
group of Tor relays were ‘actively trying to break the anonymity of users by making changes to the
Tor protocol headers associated with their traffic over the network’.114 While some of the servers
that were taken down were clearly related to illegal activities such as selling drugs, they allegedly
also included several that were acting as infrastructure for Tor’s anonymising network.115 The
unanswered question of how these services were located will hopefully be answered in court when
prosecuting the arrested suspects.116 Needless to say, illegally obtained evidence may be found
inadmissible in court.
In the context of international law, if a state is accessing servers located on foreign territory and
taking them down, it requires either the consent of the other state or other grounds under
international law such as convention or customary law. Additional legal issues may arise if the
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targeted servers are those of innocent bystanders that are not connected with the investigation at
all. Such activities may also be criminal under the law of the state on whose territory the servers
were located.
3.1.1. Law enforcement using Tor in criminal investigations
Today, Tor is a common tool for national law enforcement.117 The Tor project summarises three main
activities for law enforcement’s use:


‘Online surveillance: Tor allows officials to surf questionable web sites and
services without leaving tell-tale tracks. If the system administrator of an illegal
gambling site, for example, were to see multiple connections from government or
law enforcement IP addresses in usage logs, investigations may be hampered.


Sting operations: Similarly, anonymity allows law officers to engage in
online “undercover” operations. Regardless of how good an undercover officer’s
“street cred” may be, if the communications include IP ranges from police
addresses, the cover is blown.


Truly anonymous tip lines: While online anonymous tip lines are popular,
without anonymity software, they are far less useful. Sophisticated sources
understand that although a name or email address is not attached to information,
server logs can identify them very quickly. As a result, tip line web sites that do not
encourage anonymity are limiting the sources of their tips.’118
In addition, Tor is used as an environment for general investigation, intelligence collection and
infiltration, such as can be seen in the recent takedown of Silk Road 2.0 that operated on the Tor
network.119
National law enforcement and their use of Tor raises a number of interesting legal issues such as
whether there are any limitations for law enforcement for using Tor for collecting evidence, and, if
we consider information available via Tor or within Tor as publicly available data, whether there are
any restrictions for law enforcement in processing them.
The legal boundaries for law enforcement’s activities that are generally being set in national law can
differ greatly from one country to another. This is especially true in the context of collecting digital
evidence that raises challenges for domestic procedural law. Use of Tor for collecting evidence may
touch upon many of these challenges. For example, in some legal systems, the fact that the agency
which is using Tor for collecting evidence is anonymised, may raise concerns regarding ‘deception’ in
criminal procedure,120 or otherwise hinder the use of such evidence in court.
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Since Tor is to be viewed in the context of criminal procedure as any other source for Open Source
Intelligence (OSINT),121 it must also be verified whether there are concerns related to the possible
processing of personal data. Even though Tor is used for the anonymisation of its users, and their IP
addresses are veiled behind the known addresses of exit nodes, and therefore the users’ personal
data should not be available at all, this does not preclude the presence of personal data in the
databases exhibited as part of Tor’s hidden services such as names, addresses, phone numbers,
credit card data, personal security numbers, such that are exhibited in a Tor hidden service called
Doxbin.122
3.1.1.1.

Tor and Open Source Intelligence

Although not raising specific legal concerns in relation to Tor, there are a few interesting arguments
that have been raised. The most significant of them is related to the Council of Europe’s Convention
on Cybercrime.123 Article 32(a) of the Convention regulates trans-border access to stored computer
data where ‘publicly available (open source) stored computer data, regardless of where the data is
located geographically’124. Unless domestic law states otherwise,125 law enforcement may access the
same data that is generally accessible to the public and, if needed for this purpose, subscribe to or
register for services available to the public.126 According to some commentators, access to open
source material for criminal investigation purposes has become generally accepted practice.127 As Tor
is a service freely available for the public, this provision should also apply to law enforcement’s
activities that involve employing Tor for collecting evidence.
However, there is a minority view arguing that the mere fact that certain information is publicly
available does not imply an absence of restrictions to processing such data.128 Such restrictions may
derive from the means and volume of data collected. Bert-Jaap Koops asserts that the current
121
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investigative powers that focus on physical space investigations may need to be revised in order to fit
with the particularities of open-source investigations, especially those that offer extensive
automated large-scale search capabilities such as entity recognition, image-to-text conversion and
automated translation.129 This is based on the assumption that automated open-source
investigations may affect the right to privacy and thereby require a legally codified base to inform the
citizens about such a possibility.130 Should such automated means of data processing be used via Tor
or be targeting, for example, Tor hidden services, legal regulation of such large scale search
capabilities might need to be considered by the legislature.
3.1.1.2.

Tor and personal data

As can be seen from evidence of recent take-downs of hidden services, Tor users may not be granted
100% anonymity, thereby resulting in the possible situation of law enforcement processing personal
data not necessary for the original scope of the investigation. It is also possible that Tor is used to
access personal data stored in, for example, some of Tor’s hidden services. This is why the use of Tor
by law enforcement for criminal investigations may entail processing personal data, and may thus be
limited by data protection legislation.
Concerns about the possible processing of personal data during an investigation are certainly not
specific to Tor. However, EU data protection reform will have a significant effect on the work of law
enforcement, including possible investigative activities carried out via Tor when the data to be
processed is personal data. This means that even if law enforcement uses Tor to anonymously access
certain websites or services, the requirements and legal remedies deriving from the data protection
regulation would nevertheless be applicable.
Despite the criminal procedure aspects traditionally not being subject to detailed EU regulation, the
EU’s approach is changing. The Lisbon treaty puts forward the principle according to which data
protection applies to the police and to judicial cooperation in criminal matters. The proposal for
reforming the EU data protection landscape (the General Data Protection Regulation)131 is
supplemented by a proposal for the Directive on the protection of individuals with regard to the
processing of personal data by competent authorities for the purposes of prevention, investigation,
detection or prosecution of criminal offences or the execution of criminal penalties, and the free
movement of such data.132 This proposal aims to harmonise the rules relating to the processing of
personal data by competent authorities such as law enforcement, applying also to domestic
processing. The proposal addresses the challenges raised by Framework Decision 2008/977/JHA,
characterising the latter as an instrument of ‘limited scope and various other gaps, often leading to
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legal uncertainty for individuals and law enforcement authorities, as well as to practical difficulties of
implementation’.133 After being adopted, the (now draft) Directive will be the principal instrument
regulating the personal data processing by law enforcement.
These reforms are particularly noteworthy given the wide definition of ‘personal data’ in the EU.
According to the Data Protection Directive 95/46/EC, personal data can be any information ‘relating
to an identified or identifiable natural person’, and an identifiable person ‘is one who can be
identified, directly or indirectly, in particular by reference to an identification number or to one or
more factors specific to his physical, physiological, mental, economic, cultural or social identity’.134
Whereas until now, law enforcement’s activities have been exempt from the EU data protection
rules, the adoption of the proposed Directive will raise interpretative questions regarding specific
type of data that need to be processed, such as the IP address.135
There are also other issues that may arise during the implementation of the proposed Directive and
the use of Tor. While still in its draft version, and thus subject to further changes, the proposal states,
inter alia, that personal data must be ‘collected for specified, explicit and legitimate purposes and
not further processed in a way incompatible with those purposes’ (Art 4(2)), and ‘kept in a form
which permits identification of data subjects for no longer than it is necessary for the purposes for
which the personal data are processed’ (Art 4(e)). The proposal also calls for the need for ‘distinction
between different categories of data subjects’ (Art 5) so that Member States should ensure, as far as
possible, that the controller makes a clear distinction between personal data of different categories
of data subjects. There is no indication that law enforcement would be restricted from using
anonymising software during its investigations, but the actual collection of data while using Tor or its
hidden services must enable following these rules in the Directive. Practical implementation of these
rules when collecting evidence via or within Tor may become challenging for national law
enforcement. For example, it may not always be even possible to determine fully which parts of the
data to be processed entail personal data (especially with data of a more technical nature such as IP
addresses), and therefore whether personal data regulation applies to the processing of such data,
and if so, to what extent. Neither is it clear what providing ‘clear distinction between personal data
of different categories of data subjects’ would look like in practice when applied to, for example,
large data sets published by Tor hidden services.
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Besides the activities described above, law enforcement agencies may also be interested in Tor exit
nodes when assuming that their IP addresses may be connected with malicious content or activities.
Hence, Tor exit node operators may receive subpoenas or other information requests from law
enforcement or any other entity that may not be aware that, without having a legal precedent
claiming otherwise, Tor exit node operators do not bear responsibility for the content running
through their node. The Tor project suggests ignoring such requests or making use of the preprepared response templates.143

3.2. Tor and human rights
Tor is one of the best known tools for providing online anonymity and can be used for both legal and
illegal purposes. In the previous subsection, we explored the activities of governments that try to
fight crime enabled or facilitated by the use of Tor. In this subsection, we turn to introducing the
legal uses of Tor: those that enable Tor users to protect and exercise their human rights.
3.2.1. Anonymity
Anonymity (from the Greek ἀνωνυμία), or namelessness, is the unidentifiability of a person in a given
context. Related to anonymity is pseudonymity, which entails a repeatable identification of a person
but avoids that person’s real name. Anonymity and pseudonymity are beneficial or even necessary
for people in many situations, such as lottery winners, victims of abuse, voters, people seeking
medical or psychological aid, whistle-blowers, witnesses to serious crimes whose lives are
threatened, and authors of controversial publications, as well as investigators, intelligence officers
and other government agents.
Tor helps to improve one’s level of online anonymity. Online anonymity itself is acknowledged by
international documents, such as the Council of Europe’s ‘Declaration on freedom of communication
on the Internet’144 or the United Nations’ ‘Report of the Special Rapporteur on the promotion and
protection of the right to freedom of opinion and expression’.145 The legality of the mere use of Tor is
therefore well established.
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Even though anonymity is recognised and protected by law, it would be misleading to describe it as
a separate right. That is because anonymity is context-dependent. Simply put, if something is legal,
then doing it anonymously should also be legal; if something is illegal, then it does not become legal
when done anonymously.146 Instead, it is better to treat anonymity as an integral element in multiple
human rights, such as the right to freedom of expression, the right to privacy, the right to freedom of
assembly, the right to freedom of association, and the right to vote (whose exercise is actually
compulsorily anonymous).
Tor has the potential to improve online anonymity in the exercise of the right to freedom of
expression and in the protection of the right to privacy, which are discussed below.
3.2.2. Right to freedom of expression
The right to freedom of expression is set down in Article 19 paragraph 2 of the International
Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR).147 However, some governments do not honour this
right, and they orchestrate widespread online censorship. Tor is a way to bypass that censorship by
misinforming the firewall about the source and nature of particular traffic. China, for example,
bottlenecks all Internet traffic through government-controlled systems and subjects it to thorough
inspection and filtering.148 Here, improving the Tor infrastructure by upgrading the obfuscation
protocol and increasing the number of bridges with pluggable transports allows the users of Tor to
get past the ‘Great Firewall’.149
The right to freedom of expression is limited.150 In practice, the generally accepted reasons include,
but are not limited to, defamation, hate speech, illicit pornography, copyright violations, or aiding or
abetting a crime. Inasmuch as certain states engage in excessive online censorship, they interpret the
limitation too broadly by international standards. Banning or indiscriminately suppressing Tor would
mean an interference with the right to freedom of expression for which it would be difficult to
imagine an appropriate justification.
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3.2.3. Right to privacy
Right to privacy is provided for in Article 17 of the ICCPR.151 Even countries that are perceived to
uphold the freedom of expression have engaged in activities highly intrusive in people’s privacy.
There are several recent examples about alleged surveillance activities undertaken by different State
entities. For example, in October 2013, after the German Chancellor ‘angrily condemned America’s
“unacceptable” behaviour after “firm suspicions” emerged that United States intelligence agencies
had monitored her personal mobile telephone for almost four years’, questions were raised about the
acceptability of ubiquitous digital surveillance.152 At the same time, Der Spiegel reported in August
2014 that ‘Germany's foreign intelligence collection agency was spying on Turkey. It also reported,
based on anonymous sources, that calls made by Secretary of State John Kerry and former Secretary
of State Hillary Clinton were accidentally recorded.’ 153 Unlawful interference with privacy has also
been underlined by the United Nations High Commissioner for Human Rights who noted in her
report of 30 June 2014 that ‘[p]ractices in many States have [...] revealed a lack of adequate national
legislation and/or enforcement, weak procedural safeguards, and ineffective oversight, all of which
have contributed to a lack of accountability for arbitrary or unlawful interference in the right to
privacy.’154 In such an environment, it is natural that both individuals and public entities would pay
more attention to protecting their privacy, even if they feel that their freedom of expression is not
imperilled.
However, even though the ICCPR does not contain any explicit limitation on the right to privacy, it is
obvious that this right is not boundless. The European Convention on Human Rights, which defines
the right in similar words, provides a list of exceptions.155 For example, certain measures during a
criminal investigation can legally interfere with the right to privacy. Nevertheless, the alleged
ubiquity of mass surveillance raises concerns about the proportionality between the results of such
surveillance and the interference with people’s privacy.156
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3.3. Content liability of Tor exit node operators
Content liability is perhaps the first legal issue that comes to mind when analysing the use and abuse
of Tor. A recent example dates back to 2012, when Austrian police raided the flat of William Weber
in Graz, and seized the computer hardware located there, which he had used to control Tor exit
nodes physically located abroad.157 Some unknown users of Tor had used his exit nodes for
downloading child pornography, and the authorities suspected Weber of doing the downloading
himself, presumably because they were not aware that the exit nodes were not the final destination
of the files. Weber was ultimately convicted on 30 June 2014 to a three-month jail term suspended
for a three-year supervision period for aiding and abetting the distribution of child pornography.158
Although this was only the verdict of a lower court, Weber decided not to appeal it, citing financial
and personal reasons,159 so the case will not undergo a further juridical scrutiny.
In Austria, intent is a necessary element of criminal responsibility for aiding and abetting. In the
judgment, the regional criminal court in Graz accepted several quotations by the defendant from a
chat saying ‘you can host child porn on our servers’ and ‘if you want to host child porn ... I would use
Tor’ as the proof of the defendant’s indirect intention to aid an unknown perpetrator in the
distribution of child pornography, despite Weber’s claims that these quotations were taken out of
context. The court’s decision ‘highly depended on the special circumstances of the case [and] cannot
be seen as a general ruling against Tor services’, said Maximilian Schubert, general secretary of the
Austrian association of Internet Service Providers.160
The Weber case thus highlighted but left unanswered a very interesting legal question with an EUwide significance: is the Tor exit node operator protected from civil and criminal liability by the
clause on ‘mere conduit’ from Article 12 of the E-Commerce Directive?161
A Tor exit node operator easily fulfils the conditions listed under Article 12 paragraph 1(a) to (c) of
the E-Commerce Directive, because in a standard situation the node acts as a true relay and the
operator does not interfere with the transmission. However, we must examine two additional
conditions from paragraph 1: is the Tor exit node operator a ‘service provider’? And is the provision
of a Tor exit node an ‘information society service’?
Article 2 of the Directive defines ‘service provider’ as ‘any natural or legal person providing an
information society service’ and ‘information society services’ by reference to Article 1 paragraph 2
of Directive 98/34/EC162 as amended by Directive 98/48/EC as ‘any service normally provided for
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remuneration, at a distance, by electronic means and at the individual request of a recipient of
services...’.
The definition provides a detailed interpretation of three of its conditions, which are easy for a Tor
exit node to fulfil, but the wording ‘normally provided for remuneration’ remains difficult to interpret
with respect to Tor, which is by its nature a free service. In a judgment from 11 September 2014
(C‑291/13), the Court of Justice of the European Union (CJEU) provided only a limited interpretation
by stating that ‘the concept of “information society services”, within the meaning of that provision,
covers the provision of online information services for which the service provider is remunerated, not
by the recipient, but by income generated by advertisements posted on a website.’163 This explanation
is fully in line with previous European Commission statements,164 but it does not help to determine
the legal status of Tor exit nodes.
In an ongoing case, the CJEU (7 O 14719/12)165 has been requested to assess what is meant by
‘service normally provided for remuneration’. The judgment of the CJEU is hard to predict but it will
certainly have an effect on how Tor is seen as a service provider. If the CJEU decides that mere
conduit cannot be applied to free services, even by analogy, then a question arises about the viability
of free services, whose providers would then be responsible for the transmitted data. This would put
the EU in an awkward position by comparison to the US, where safe harbour rules for all ISPs are
well-established.166 As a possible solution, a study commissioned by the European Commission's
Information Society and Media Directorate-General recommends adopting a different criterion if the
ambiguity would not be resolved by case law.167 However, this would require changing the Treaty on
the Functioning of the European Union, which contains a cross-cutting definition of ‘service’ in Article
57,168 so it may yet take considerable time.

3.4. Legal limits on traffic monitoring
Tor may be used for carrying out various activities illegal in domestic legislation, such as selling and
buying illegal goods, or disseminating child pornography. All these are generally criminalised under
national criminal legal framework. However, it should not be overlooked that the monitoring of the
traffic going via Tor may also be illegal under national law.
Little legal analysis has been undertaken regarding the activities of a Tor exit node operator. There is
no concrete evidence to claim that running the Tor exit node is illegal as such. However, it should not
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be disregarded that the Tor exit node operators have access to the traffic going through their exit
nodes. Tor anonymises the origin of the traffic, and ensures encryption inside the Tor network, but it
‘does not magically encrypt all traffic throughout the Internet’.169 Or in other words, Tor does not
offer 100% anonymity since the exit node is in a position to capture any traffic passing through it.170
For example, the Tor exit node operator can intercept private e-mail messages (unless there is endto-end encryption) as well as get access to user names and passwords.171 In 2014, researchers
identified over twenty ‘spoiled onions’ (Tor exit nodes) that were run to sabotage Tor traffic.172
Even if such access to data and interception is done ‘in good faith’ such as when a researcher wants
to find out what type of data is transferred by Tor for the purposes of improving the service for
legitimate users, and identifies and blocks traffic which is in contradiction with law (for example,
child pornography, hacking attempts, and most torrent traffic), such monitoring would be illegal in
most legal systems.
Due to the differences in national legislation, countries may have various approaches to criminalising
activities that could be undertaken using Tor. For the sake of clarity, the following analysis will be
based on the Council of Europe’s Convention on Cybercrime.173 Traffic monitoring could be
categorised under various articles (such as Article 2 ‘Illegal access’), but foremost it should be
analysed in the context of Article 3 that obligates the Parties to criminalise ‘illegal interception’:

Article 3 – Illegal interception
Each Party shall adopt such legislative and other measures as may be necessary to
establish as criminal offences under its domestic law, when committed intentionally,
the interception without right, made by technical means, of non-public
transmissions of computer data to, from or within a computer system, including
electromagnetic emissions from a computer system carrying such computer data.
A Party may require that the offence be committed with dishonest intent, or in
relation to a computer system that is connected to another computer system.174
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4. Conclusion
In this paper, we presented an overview of the Tor anonymisation network from the technical
perspective and introduced several legal issues related to its use.
The technical part started with an overview of Internet privacy tools and censorship circumvention
methods. Tor, which is a third-generation onion routing system, was seen to be the most common
and popular tool. However, there are various issues which hinder the effectiveness of Tor. Some of
them arise from the properties of Tor, although others are related to user mistakes or indirect
matters which affect the system. Due to these weaknesses, technical assessments show that
providing 100% privacy is not possible at this stage. However, the use of Tor, especially in
combination with other technical solutions like VPN, significantly improves the level of anonymity of
the users.
The legal section presented selected legal challenges related to the use of Tor. We first discussed the
relationship between governments and Tor, and focused on the use of Tor by law enforcement. We
identified a number of legal issues that should be subject to further analysis, such as the use of Tor
for collecting evidence. For example, open source intelligence of Tor resources is considered to be
uncontroversial, but this may change with the advance in technical capabilities. Also, the data
protection reform in the EU may lead to complications in criminal investigations involving Tor.
Additionally, we noted that the collection of evidence at the exit nodes is problematic due to the
inability to target the collection precisely enough.
We then turned to discussing human rights and Tor. We reiterated that anonymity is an integral part
of established human rights, and therefore a complete ban of Tor or its indiscriminate monitoring
would constitute an undue interference with these rights. For the same reason, any legal
interception involving the Tor network is subject to the same requirements as the interception of
other Internet traffic.
Finally, we found that in the EU, Tor exit node operators are generally protected from liability for the
content passing through the exit node, but this protection is far from absolute, and they should
clearly distance themselves from any illegal activities involving the exit node in order to avoid
possible complications.
It can therefore be concluded that there are many under-researched issues related to the Tor
network that need to be taken into account both by its users and by governments designing national
policies and reviewing national legal frameworks.
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